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http://ufe.obspm.fr/
The teaching department of Paris Observatory offers different courses
to a large public interested by astronomy like students, school teachers
and amateur astronomers.
http://ufe.obspm.fr/
« Explorer et Comprendre l’Univers » and « Structuration de l’univers » offer lectures
« Astronomie et Mécanique Céleste » and « Fenêtres sur l’Univers » are on-line.

Lectures

http://duop.obspm.fr/

«Explorer et Comprendre l’Univers»
First level

Lectures on Astronomy and Astrophysics, from celestial mechanics to cosmology, are given each week at Paris Observatory by a team of astronomers, from Paris Observatory, IAP
and Strasbourg University, teaching their own speciality.
One week at Meudon Observatory is dedicated to image
and spectra analysis.
Another week in summer is proposed at Haute-Provence
Observatory to practice observations on three different telescopes.
A certificate or ECTS (university credits) are obtained after
a written exam.

«Structuration de l’Univers»
Second level

This certificate is open to students which have obtained the
first level. Short lectures are given by the students. Each student prepares a dissertation under the supervision of an astronomer. An oral defense is presented in front of a jury at
the end of the year.
A certificate or ECTS (equivalent credits) are obtained.

On-Line Certificate

http://foad.obspm.fr/
On-line lectures are obtained through a web site as well as
exercices. On line supervision is given by astronomers from
Paris Observatory.
A certificate or ECTS (university credits) are obtained after
a written exam.

«Astronomie et Mécanique Céleste»

First level

From Big Bang to planets . Celestial mechanics. Time and Calendars. Phenomenon between sun, moon and earth.The sun.
History of astronomy.

«Fenêtres sur l’Univers»

Master level

Fondamental Physics. Distance and mass measurement. Instrumentation. Chain of measures and projects.
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